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Governments should do more to improve the design and delivery of new laws, as even small
efforts to fix regulatory shortcomings can have a tangible positive impact on economic activity
and well-being, according to a new OECD report. The OECD Regulatory Policy Outlook 2015
– the first effort to track how OECD countries develop, implement and review their laws and
regulations – finds that governments have come a long way in ensuring law-making is
accountable and evidence-based. Yet more could be done to improve the way laws are
designed, implemented and evaluated. The report finds that 33 of the 34 OECD countries
have adopted an explicit regulatory policy and require regulatory impact assessments and
public consultation for all new regulations, while 29 have a designated minister to promote
regulatory reform. However, a third of OECD countries have no policy at all on regulatory
compliance and enforcement, and two-thirds have no system for evaluating laws once they
are implemented. This creates unnecessary costs for businesses and society, the report
says. Internationally, co-operation in law-making is essential for creating global rules and
standards, addressing trade frictions and environmental risks, and reducing the risk of
regulatory failures such as the 2008 financial crisis or the recent VW emission tests scandal.
Yet only a third of OECD countries have a clear policy for international regulatory
co‑operation. “Governments tend to focus their energy on getting their tax and spending
policies right and often overlook a third lever that can support economic growth – regulation,”
said OECD Secretary-General Angel Gurría, presenting the report to the 2015 OECD Public
Governance Ministerial Meeting in Helsinki. “Governments trying to shake off anaemic
growth must address shortcomings in regulation and ensure laws work as well in practice as
they do on paper. Laws need to be not just well designed but well-implemented, properly
evaluated and consistently applied across sectors, jurisdictions and borders,” he
said. Regulatory improvement pays dividends. The report shows that a crackdown on red
tape in the United Kingdom saved businesses GBP 10 billion over four years. Simplifying
regulation in Belgium delivered savings of EUR 1.25 billion for citizens and businesses. And
in Australia, reforms to reduce regulatory costs increased GDP by 1.3%. OECD governments
and industry save EUR 153 million a year through regulatory co‑operation that reduces
chemical testing and uses harmonised formats and work sharing. Poor coordination on
regulation between countries weighs on business and trade. The recently signed Trans-
Pacific Partnership and the upcoming COP21 climate change talks underline the growing
need for closer regulatory co-ordination in everything from manufacturing and financial
services to carbon emissions reports OECD
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OECD: Effective regulation is a lever for inclusive growthIMF/OECD News 29/10/2015	OECD new.jpg Governments should do more to improve the design and delivery of new laws, as even small efforts to fix regulatory shortcomings can have a tangible positive impact on economic activity and well-being, according to a new OECD report.The OECD Regulatory Policy Outlook 2015- the first effort to track how OECD countries develop, implement and review their laws and regulations – finds that governments have come a long way in ensuring law-making is accountable and evidence-based. Yet more could be done to improve the way laws are designed, implemented and evaluated.The report finds that 33 of the 34 OECD countries have adopted an explicit regulatory policy and require regulatory impact assessments and public consultation for all new regulations, while 29 have a designated minister to promote regulatory reform.However, a third of OECD countries have no policy at all on regulatory compliance and enforcement, and two-thirds have no system for evaluating laws once they are implemented. This creates unnecessary costs for businesses and society, the report says.Internationally, co-operation in law-making is essential for creating global rules and standards, addressing trade frictions and environmental risks, and reducing the risk of regulatory failures such as the 2008 financial crisis or the recent VW emission tests scandal. Yet only a third of OECD countries have a clear policy for international regulatory co‑operation.‘Governments tend to focus their energy on getting their tax and spending policies right and often overlook a third lever that can support economic growth – regulation,’ said OECD Secretary-General Angel Gurría, presenting the report to the 2015 OECD Public Governance Ministerial Meeting in Helsinki.‘Governments trying to shake off anaemic growth must address shortcomings in regulation and ensure laws work as well in practice as they do on paper. Laws need to be not just well designed but well-implemented, properly evaluated and consistently applied across sectors, jurisdictions and borders,’ he said.Regulatory improvement pays dividends. The report shows that a crackdown on red tape in the United Kingdom saved businesses GBP 10 billion over four years. Simplifying regulation in Belgium delivered savings of EUR 1.25 billion for citizens and businesses. And in Australia, reforms to reduce regulatory costs increased GDP by 1.3%.OECD governments and industry save EUR 153 million a year through regulatory co‑operation that reduces chemical testing and uses harmonised formats and work sharing.Poor coordination on regulation between countries weighs on business and trade. The recently signed Trans-Pacific Partnership and the upcoming COP21 climate change talks underline the growing need for closer regulatory co-ordination in everything from manufacturing and financial services to carbon emissions.Source: OECD
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Good regulations can boost growth, says
OECD

More effective regulation can act as a lever for economic growth,
according to the OECD.

The OECD Regulatory Policy Outlook 2015 (http://www.keepeek.com/Digital-Asset-
Management/oecd/governance/oecd-regulatory-policy-outlook-2015_9789264238770-
en#page5) found that even small efforts to fix regulatory shortcomings can have a
tangible positive impact on economic activity and well-being, and encouraged
governments to further improve their law-making.

Angel Gurría, OECD secretary general, said: “Governments tend to focus their energy on
getting their tax and spending policies right and often overlook a third lever that can
support economic growth ‒ regulation.”

The report argues that making regulations more accountable and evidence-based pays
dividends. It cited cases such as Australia, where reduced regulatory costs increased
gross domestic product by 1.3%.

Cutting red tape in the UK had saved businesses £10bn over four years, while simplified
regulation delivered savings of €1.25bn in Belgium, it said.

OECD governments and industries save €153m a year through regulatory cooperation
that reduces chemical testing and uses harmonised formats and work sharing, it added.

The report argues that international cooperation in law making is essential for creating
global rules and standards, addressing trade frictions and environmental risks and
reducing the risk of regulatory failures such as the 2008 financial crisis or the recent VW
emissions test scandal.

In tracking how OECD countries develop, implement and review their laws and
regulations it found that only a third of the 34 nations have a clear policy for
international regulatory cooperation.

One third have no policy at all on regulatory compliance and enforcement, while two-
thirds have no system for evaluating laws once they are implemented.

Such poor coordination on regulation between countries hampers business and trade,
the OECD said.

“Governments trying to shake off anaemic growth must address shortcomings in
regulation and ensure laws work as well in practice as they do on paper. Laws need to be
not just well designed, but well implemented, properly evaluated and consistently
applied across sectors, jurisdictions and borders,” Gurría said. 
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Regulatory policy: the untapped lever of
economic growth

Commentary

October 28, 2015

By Rolf Alter (http://www.centreforpublicimpact.org/person/rolf-alter/)

Governments should do more to improve the design and delivery of
new laws, as even small efforts to fix regulatory shortcomings can
have a tangible positive impact on economic activity and well-
being, explains the OECD's Rolf Alter

Regulation is a much-maligned animal. When we hear about it in the
papers it is either not doing enough or doing too much.

(http://www.centreforpublicimpact.org)
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In the ongoing debate on whether we need more regulation or less
regulation, it turns out the answer is: yes. Yes, we need more quality
regulations and yes, we need fewer poorly conceived, irrelevant or
marginally effective laws that presently bloat the stock of regulations in
every country. But are countries ready to get their regulatory houses in
order?

The rules of regulations

The OECD Regulatory Policy Outlook
(http://www.oecd.org/regreform/oecd-regulatory-policy-outlook-
2015-9789264238770-en.htm), just published, is the first effort to track
how OECD countries develop, implement and review their laws and
regulations. It finds that governments have come a long way in ensuring
that law-making is accountable and evidence-based. Yet it also reveals
that much more could be done to improve the way governments
actually regulate.

In fact, it’s surprising just how much of regulation is done “in the dark”,
that is, without sufficient checks and balances to ensure that
regulations are both fit-for-purpose and accomplishing what they set out
to do. Surprisingly, a full third of OECD countries have no policy at all on
regulatory compliance and enforcement, and two-thirds have no system
for evaluating laws once they’re implemented. This results in
unnecessary costs for businesses and society and a missed opportunity
to stimulate economic growth.

Luckily, countries recognise that there is a problem and have taken
steps to remedy it. The report finds that 33 of the 34 OECD countries
have adopted an explicit regulatory policy and require regulatory impact
assessments and public consultation for all new regulations, while 29
have a designated minister to promote regulatory reform. But for many,
moving beyond statutory requirements remains challenging, as
evidenced by the fact that only one country in four has a requirement to
systematically evaluate their primary laws once they are in use.

Implementation insights
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What can be done? The impact of regulation could be improved by
addressing shortcomings in implementation and enforcement and by
evaluating systematically whether the objectives of regulation have
been achieved. When it comes to improving regulatory quality, the
executive branch shouldn’t work in isolation. It must work together with
parliaments, sub-national levels of government and regulatory agencies.

At a time when economic recovery is particularly fragile,
underperforming regulations pose an unnecessary and detrimental
burden. They can be a disincentive for entrepreneurs and investors.
Governments must address shortcomings and ensure that laws work as
well in practice as they do on paper. Laws need to be well designed, well
implemented, properly evaluated and consistently applied.

There are very real incentives for doing this. The Outlook shows that a
crackdown on red tape in the United Kingdom saved businesses GBP 10
billion over four years, with the UK set for another round of regulatory
simplification. Simplifying regulation in Belgium delivered savings of
EUR 1.25 billion for citizens and businesses. And in Australia, reforms
to reduce regulatory costs increased GDP by 1.3%. Across the EU, the
REFIT (http://ec.europa.eu/smart-regulation/refit/index_en.htm)
programme for reducing regulatory burdens has achieved 41 billion
euros of savings since 2006. Clearly, this should qualify regulatory policy
for a place along with other policy levers such as tax and spending.

Mapping the next steps

But getting one’s national regulatory house in order isn’t just about
national accounts. It’s also a step towards tackling the broader
challenge of integrating the globalised economy. As demonstrated by
the recent signature of the Trans-Pacific Partnership
(https://ustr.gov/tpp/)and the discussions under way in the TTIP
(http://ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/in-focus/ttip/index_en.htm)and the
Pacific Alliance, (https://alianzapacifico.net/en/) the world is eager
to address the trade and investment frictions inflicted by poorly
conceived regulation and unnecessary non-tariff barriers that exist
behind the borders more than at the borders. The upcoming COP21
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climate change talks (http://www.cop21paris.org/) constitute
another global rendezvous in which the ability to achieve meaningful
regulatory cooperation will be decisive.

What must countries do to make regulatory policy an effective lever for
growth? Some of the conclusions of the Outlook include using the tools
of regulatory policy strategically and effectively. For example, regulations
are developed, enforced and evaluated by specific institutions – they
should have the means and adequate mandate to carry out their role.

Stakeholders also need to be engaged early in the policy cycle.
Governments should seek to use their inputs and give them feedback.
Similarly, policymakers should assess the expected impact of regulation
before it is adopted and consider alternative options if the costs
outweigh the benefits. At the same time, they should not focus solely on
the design of new laws and regulations but also on enforcement.

And a#er laws and regulations have been implemented, they should
evaluate whether they have achieved their objectives and what revisions
are needed to make them even more relevant. Ultimately, policymakers
need to regulate with their eyes wide open.

 

FURTHER READING

Growing global good governance.
(http://www.centreforpublicimpact.org/article/growing-global-
good-governance/) Helping governments improve their public
sector performance is the task facing Rolf Alter and his
colleagues at the OECD. He tells us how better governance not
only boosts the wellbeing of citizens, but also strengthens the
competitiveness of their economies.

•

Let’s keep things simple.
(http://www.centreforpublicimpact.org/article/lets-keep-things-
simple/)UNCTAD’s Frank Grozel explains why laws and
regulations don’t have to be complicated. The simpler the rule, the
greater the compliance and the more effective the development

•
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Measure for measure.
(http://www.centreforpublicimpact.org/article/measure-for-
measure/) For Melanie Walker, overseeing the World Bank
Group’s delivery unit is more than just keeping score. She tells us
why it’s really all about a fundamental transformation that aims to
free a billion people from the grip of extreme poverty

•

It’s all about impact.
(http://www.centreforpublicimpact.org/article/its-all-about-
impact/)Governments need to rethink and reset their approach to
delivery, suggests Larry Kamener

•

The time to deliver is now.
(http://www.centreforpublicimpact.org/article/the-time-to-deliver-
is-now/) Sir Michael Barber reflects on the lessons learned and
insights gained from a career at the heart of government delivery

•

Data to delivery.
(http://www.centreforpublicimpact.org/article/from-data-to-
delivery/) Former Maryland governor and Baltimore mayor,
Martin O’Malley, tells us about a new approach to governance
and delivery

•

From vision to reality.
(http://www.centreforpublicimpact.org/article/from-vision-to-
reality/)Government leaders worldwide share the objective of
making an impact and getting things done but it’s rarely
straightforward – Hans-Paul Buerkner offers some advice

•

Rolf Alter

Director for Public Governance and Territorial Development of the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)

(http://www.centreforpublicimpact.org/person/rolf-alter/)
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REGULATORY COHERENCE

THINK PIECE

download
The world has never been more interconnected, but

different country-specific norms and rules apply in

different parts of the world. Sometimes, it is for good reasons—specific

rules and norms cater for specific preferences or have historical roots and

would bring little benefits to change. But sometimes divergences threaten

coordinated policy action, hamper interoperability, and raise unnecessary

costs for businesses and citizens. The Organisation for Economic Co-

operation and Development (OECD) (2013) notes the increased

internationalisation of regulation through a wide variety of international

regulatory cooperation (IRC) mechanisms. Governments use and combine

a broad range of formal and informal, broad and specific mechanisms to

achieve their co-operation objectives. As a result, countries are embedded

in webs of regulatory cooperation that go beyond the traditional treaty-

based model of international relations. This note discusses the different

forms of IRC, and current knowledge about their respective benefits and

challenges based on the OECD (2013).

The OECD (2013) identifies 11 different categories of mechanisms in

support of IRC. These categories can be organised from the most formal

and comprehensive to the least formal. The evidence suggests that

countries combine several instruments in a given area to achieve their IRC

objectives, and that these mechanisms may overlap in their features or

form continuums. However, it is useful to define them as clearly as

possible to understand the range of possibilities for countries wishing to

implement IRC and to start gathering evidence on their respective benefits

and costs to inform decision-making.

There is a paucity of evidence on which IRC approaches work best in

different country and sector contexts. Decision-making in this area
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remains largely driven by political considerations and path dependency. In

particular, there is no clear understanding of the benefits, costs, and

success factors of diverse IRC options. Having said this, the anecdotal

evidence shows that the benefits from IRC can be high. They include

increased trade and investment flows and additional gross domestic

product (GDP) points; administrative efficiency gains and cost savings for

government, business, and citizens; and important societal benefits such

as improved safety and strengthened environmental sustainability. To

summarise knowledge to date, the OECD (2013) proposes a classification

of the benefits, costs, and challenges of IRC, and a list of factors of success.

Based on this classification, it identifies a number of advantages and

disadvantages of various IRC mechanisms. More work is under way at the

OECD to analyse more systematically and with a greater level of details

when and under which conditions mechanisms such as various provisions

in trade agreements, mutual recognition agreements (MRAs), international

organisations, and good regulatory practices may help achieve regulatory

cooperation objectives. Building on knowledge to date and the evidence

gathered around the typology of 11 mechanisms, the OECD (2013)

highlights a number of critical elements or considerations for government

to ensure the success of IRC.
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OECD Regulatory PolicyOutlook 2015by Sabrina I. Pacifici on Oct 28, 2015Governments should do more to improve the design and 
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delivery of new laws, as even small efforts to fix regulatoryshortcomings can have a tangible positive impact oneconomic activity and well-being, according to a new OECDreport. The OECD Regulatory Policy Outlook 2015 – the firsteffort to track how OECD countries develop, implementand review their laws and regulations – finds thatgovernments have come a long way in ensuring lawmakingis accountable and evidence-based. Yet more couldbe done to improve the way laws are designed,implemented and evaluated. The report finds that 33 of the34 OECD countries have adopted an explicit regulatorypolicy and require regulatory impact assessments andpublic consultation for all new regulations, while 29 have adesignated minister to promote regulatory reform.However, a third of OECD countries have no policy at all onregulatory compliance and enforcement, and two-thirdshave no system for evaluating laws once they areimplemented. This creates unnecessary costs forbusinesses and society, the report says. Internationally, cooperationin law-making is essential for creating globalrules and standards, addressing trade frictions andenvironmental risks, and reducing the risk of regulatoryfailures such as the 2008 financial crisis or the recent VWemission tests scandal. Yet only a third of OECD countrieshave a clear policy for international regulatoryco‑operation. “Governments tend to focus their energy ongetting their tax and spending policies right and oftenoverlook a third lever that can support economic growth –regulation,” said OECD Secretary-General Angel Gurría,presenting the report to the 2015 OECD Public Governance
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Ministerial Meeting in Helsinki. “Governments trying toshake off anaemic growth must address shortcomings inregulation and ensure laws work as well in practice as theydo on paper. Laws need to be not just well designed butwell-implemented, properly evaluated and consistentlyapplied across sectors, jurisdictions and borders,” he said.Regulatory improvement pays dividends. The report showsthat a crackdown on red tape in the United Kingdom savedbusinesses GBP 10 billion over four years. Simplifyingregulation in Belgium delivered savings of EUR 1.25 billionfor citizens and businesses. And in Australia, reforms toreduce regulatory costs increased GDP by 1.3%. OECD
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governments and industry save EUR 153 million a yearthrough regulatory co‑operation that reduces chemicaltesting and uses harmonised formats and work sharing.Poor coordination on regulation between countries weighson business and trade. The recently signed Trans-PacificPartnership and the upcoming COP21 climate change talksunderline the growing need for closer regulatory coordinationin everything from manufacturing and financialservices to carbon emissions.”
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The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) recently released its Regulatory Policy Outlook 2015. Part of its findings related to the effect of effective regulation on economic growth. According to the OECD's study, even small efforts to correct regulatory shortcomings can have positive impact on a nation's economic growth and health. As a result, the OECD has advised its member governments to focus on improving their lawmaking.Secretary General of the OECD, Angel Gurría, speaking about the Regulatory Policy Outlook 2015, noted that "Governments tend to focus their energy on getting their tax and spending policies right and often overlook a third lever that can support economic growth ‒ regulation."As reported by Public Finance International, the OECD believes that making regulations based on available evidence that also provide for accountability lead to positive dividends for the enacting nation. In support of its assertion, the OECD cited to Australia, where reducing regulatory costs increased gross domestic product (GDP) by 1.3 percent. Similarly, streamlining economic policies in the UK saved businesses 10 billion pounds sterling over four years, while similar measures in Belgium delivered 1.25 billion euros in savings.The OECD also used the report as an opportunity to bolster the importance of its own organizational aims. According to its findings, governments and industries that participate in regulatory cooperation, as facilitated by the OECD, have saved over 153 million euros on reduced chemical testing, work sharing, and internationally standardized formats. According to the OECD, such international cooperation in regulation and law making creates universal, globally recognized rules and industry standards, alleviating unnecessary regionalism, trade friction, and environmental risks. It can also help the world to avoid regulatory failures such as the ones that led to the 2008 financial crisis.In tracking the growth of OECD member nations, it discovered that only about one third of the 34 member nations actually have a clear policy for international regulatory cooperation. Another third have no policy at all, while two thirds have no system for evaluating their own laws after implementation. The OECD argues that these poor regulatory enactment and follow-up policies hamper business and trade.As Gurría said, "Governments trying to shake off anemic growth must address shortcomings in regulation and ensure laws work as well in practice as they do on paper. Laws need to be not just well designed, but well implemented, properly evaluated and consistently applied across sectors, jurisdictions and borders."



OECD:n kokous alkaa Helsingissä – 
Suomi saa moitteita vapaan kilpailun 
puutteesta 
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OECD n varapääsihteeri Mari Kiviniemi Kuva: Markus Jokela  

Suomi on keskivertoa heikompi vähittäiskaupan, kaasuverkkojen kauppojen aukiolon 
vapaassa kilpailussa, toteaa kehittyneiden maiden talousjärjestö OECD tuoreessa 
raportissaan.  
Näistä Juha Sipilän hallitus on jo puuttunut kauppojen aukioloaikoihin, jotka ollaan 
vapauttamassa liikeaikalain muutoksilla ensi vuoden alussa. 
”OECD:n suosituksia on paljon esillä hallituksen ohjelmassa. Nyt ne vain pitäisi laittaa 
toimeen”, OECD:n varapääsihteeri Mari Kiviniemi sanoo.  

”Ja aivan yhtä tärkeää on jälkikäteisarviointi sääntelyn haitoista.” 
Kiviniemi on torstaina Helsingissä OECD:n viiden vuoden välein pidettävässä OECD:n 
hallintoministereiden kokouksessa Finlandia-talolla, jonka puheenjohtajana toimii 
kunta- ja uudistusministeri Anu Vehviläinen (kesk). 

Keskusliikkeiden vahvaa asemaa Suomessa ei Kiviniemen mielestä tuoreessa raportissa 
kritisoida siitä, että K-ja S-liikkeillä on maassa niin vahvat markkinaosuudet. 

”Keskeinen kritiikki on ollut tämä sääntely” Kiviniemi kertoo ja selittää OECD:N 
kiinnittäneen huomiota maankäyttöä, rakennuslakia ja kaavoitusta koskeviin 
säännöksiin. 

”Tästäkin on hallitusohjelmassa esityksiä.” 

Ministerikokouksen teemoina ovat osallistava kasvu, luottamus ja hyvinvoinnin 
tasainen jakautumien. 
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”Jos kaikki eivät ole mukana, yhteiskunnan resursseja ei saada täysimittaisesti käytettyä 
hyväksi kasvun tekemisessä”, Kiviniemi selittää OECD:n sanomaa. 

”OECD:n viesti on se, että liialliset tuloerot ovat haitallisia, mutta kannustimia pitää 
olla.” 

Kiviniemen mukaan OECD:n tutkimuksista selviää esimerkiksi se, että jos tulonjaon 
alimpaan 40 prosenttiin kannattaa kohdistaa erityistoimia, jotta osallistava kasvu 
toteutuu. 

Suomessa käytävää keskustelua maan kilpailukyvystä ja toimista sen parantamiseksi 
Kiviniemi kertoo seuranneensa Pariisista käsin. 

OECD:n mukaan Suomi on menettänyt kilpailukykyään niin tuotteiden laadussa kuin 
hintakilpailukyvyssä. 

”Molemmissa on menetetty kilpailukykyä, ei voi katsoa vain toista.” 

Kiviniemen mielestä tutkimus- ja tuotekehitykseen, koulutukseen ja yliopistoihin 
kohdistuvissa leikkauksissa hallituksen kannattaisi olla hereillä. 

”Vaikka tehokkuushyötyjä saa aikaan, pitää olla tarkkana, ettei mene liiallisuuksiin”, 
Kiviniemi sanoo. 

OECD:n ministerikokoukseen osallistuu yli 50 delegaatiota, 30 ministeriä ja yli 200 
osallistujaa eri jäsenmaista. 

”Kuilu rikkaiden ja köyhien välillä on suurimmillaan 30 vuoteen monissa maailman 
maissa. OECD:ssä nähdään hyvin vahvasti, että talouden pitää kasvaa, mutta 
talouskasvu ei ole itseisarvo, vaan tie lisätä ihmisten hyvinvointia ja ja osallistumista 
yhteiskunnan toimintaan”, valtiovarainministeriö linjaa ministerikokouksen tavoitteita 
kokoustiedotteessa. 

Ministeri Vehviläinen sanoi torstaiaamuna järjestetyssä tiedotustilaisuudessa, että 
hänen käsityksensä mukaan OECD-jäsenmailla on varsin yhtenäinen käsitys siitä, että 
tuloeroja tulisi vähentää. 
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Google translation below: 

Finland is weaker than average for retail, gas networks of stores open for free competition, says the 
economic organization of developed countries in the OECD in a recent report. 

Of these, Juha Sipilä government has already intervened in store opening hours, which is being 
liberalized changes in operating time at the beginning of next year. 

"The OECD recommendations have been extensively featured in the Government Programme. Now 
they just need to put in action, "the OECD says the Deputy Secretary-General Mari Kiviniemi. 

"And just as important is the ex-post regulatory constraints." 

Kiviniemi in Helsinki on Thursday, the OECD held every five years, the OECD's governing ministers' 
meeting at Finlandia Hall, chaired by the municipal and Reform Minister Anu Vehviläinen (center). 

The strong position of the central movements Finland Kiviniemi's view, the recent report criticized 
the fact that the K and S-movements in the country as a strong market shares. 

"The main criticism has been that rule," Kiviniemi says and explains OECD paid attention to land use, 
construction law and zoning provisions for both. 

"Again, this is the government program performances." 

The themes of the ministerial meeting of inclusive growth, confidence and well-being of uniform 
distributions. 

"If everything is not included, society's resources can not be fully used for the benefit of the 
conclusion of growth," Kiviniemi explains the OECD's message. 

"The OECD's message is that excessive income inequalities are harmful, but the incentives have to 
be." 

Kiviniemi, according to OECD studies, for example, it survives that, if the income distribution to the 
lowest 40 per cent want to target specific actions in order to inclusive growth is realized. 

Corridor Finnish debate on the competitiveness and measures for its improvement Kiviniemi says it 
followed up from Paris. 

According to the OECD, Finland has lost competitiveness in both the quality of the products and 
price competitiveness. 

"Both have lost competitiveness, cannot be regarded as only one." 

Kiviniemi's view, research and development, education and the universities against the government 
cuts should be awake. 

"Be careful to keep Although the gains in efficiency may be achieved, that go too far," says Kiviniemi. 

OECD ministerial meeting attended by more than 50 delegations, 30 ministers and over 200 
participants from different Member States. 
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"The gap between rich and poor is at its highest in 30 years in many countries of the world. OECD is 
seen very strongly that the economy keeps growing, but economic growth is not an end in itself, but 
the way to increase people's well-being and participation in society ", the Ministry of Finance line of 
the Ministerial meeting objectives bulletin. 

Minister Vehviläinen said at a Thursday morning news conference that he thought that OECD 
member countries have a relatively uniform understanding of the fact that income differences 
should be reduced. 
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Transparency key to regulatory policy 

progress 
 

In an effort to make regulation more effective at the same time as being cost-effective, 

the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development has released a comparative study of 

regulatory settings among OECD states. 

OECD regulatory policy outlook 2015, published this week, brings together survey results from 

OECD countries to offer some insights on how regulatory approaches have developed and where they 

are heading. 

Gary Banks, chair of the Australia and New Zealand School of Government, argues in the preface to 

the report that no country could be said to have attained “regulatory nirvana” yet: 

“Translating sound regulatory principles into good practices can be challenging, for there is much that 

militates against it politically and administratively. Transparency and accountability are important to 

sustained improvement. 

“… Hopefully the survey will assist all member governments in identifying where improvements are 

needed, while pointing to practices which can be emulated.” 

In the country profile section, the OECD encourages greater transparency in Australia’s impacts 

assessment processes: 

“Australia’s recent changes to its RIA [regulatory impact assessment] processes included devolving 

responsibility for some RIA aspects to regulatory agencies. Australia could enhance its RIA system by 

introducing mechanisms to promote transparency of those aspects of RIA undertaken by regulatory 

agencies.” 
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